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From the President
			 Kraig Kuhnel

A late summer greeting
to you all! Let’s bring
on fall and football
season- Go Big Red!
Recently I was privileged to spend the day at U.N.L
with my youngest daughter Kenady for a campus visit. It
was big game week with B.Y.U. coming to town on Saturday.
The student union was selling at a sale price big red riled up
t-shirts for Mike Riley’s debut.
I was feeling a little sad for my wife and myself thinking in a
year we will be empty nesters, until looking at how excited
Kenady was looking at her future. As we started our tour,
I felt it was 1986 again and I was the same age as all the
students walking the sidewalks to class. This tour was a
private tour so I was maybe the only parent on campus, which
Kenady at this point commented “I hope this doesn’t look
weird with you tagging behind us.”

So trying not to make my daughter feel awkward, I hung
back a little and caught myself looking at sidewalks, parking
lots, new structures going up, and many sources aggregates
placed around for landscaping.

Editor: Dwight Williams
Kerford Limestone
Company
402-434-1700

A few ready mix trucks and aggregate trucks were
delivering on campus. Thinking of the Nebraska
Concrete and Aggregates Association’s promotions
committee on how we are exposed to the students
more than we know. I was multi-tasking a little
paying attention to the tour and watching some
of the 25,000 students from all over the world
wondering which of these students will become
part of our industry. I could pick out some of the
athletes and the students studying abroad, but
mostly they just looked like students to me. Now
two years before when I was on a campus visit to
the Northeast campus in Norfolk Ne. with my son
Colton. I found it easy to tell the students with plier
holders, tape measures, and steel toed boots what
their career paths were.
Continued on Page 2 ...
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At this point we toured the east, north,
and west areas of the main campus touring
the stadium, the rec center, Abel Hall, and
a few class rooms. I was thinking I was
in better shape but I was feeling a little
fatigued at this point. Kenady is interested
in Journalism and the building was as far
south as we could go and stay on campus.
So on we walked down Greek row to
the Journalism building. While on the
Journalism tour I was amazed on how many
directions in careers this can take you. They
even have a drone laboratory which again
gets me thinking of our industry with Jereme
flying ours around. It was a great tour and
Kenady at this point is thinking this is where
she wants to be. It was not only great
because I got to spend the day with Kenady
planning her future but also to see how
much U.N.L. uses and produces young adults
for our industry.
In closing the visit went much better then
the Husker football game.

Good luck to all in finishing the year
out strong.

Membership Committee Report
Jason Easter, Chair
Beatrice Concrete
Crete Plant Manager

I would like to extend a special thank you to
all the NC&AA members. Whether you have
been a member for 1 year or 20 years YOU
are the reason NC&AA continues to exist.
With your willingness to see the visions of
NC&AA promotions, education, training,
legislative oversight, and safety concerns we can
continue to serve the concrete and aggregate
industry in this state. Even though our number
of members continue to flex through the years
we still have a very strong group. If you know
someone who may be interested in joining the
association please feel free to let Jason, Jereme
or Rochelle know. The association would like to
welcome back UNICO and welcome in Mainelli
Wagner. We are also sorry to see the following
cancelled memberships Cyclonaire, Odell/
ACI concrete pumping, Broken Bow, Chem
Tech, Euclid Chemical company. Hopefully
a membership will make sense in the future
for these companies.   We know from time to
time money gets tight but with the minimal
investment of dues for the NC&AA there is loads
of benefits.

Certification Committee Report
Mike Willman

The Nebraska Concrete & Aggregates Association Certification Committee is currently scheduling
the 2015 - 2016 NDOR/ACI training programs. The training schedule should be available in
October on the Nebraska Concrete & Aggregates Association website www.nebrconcagg.com
The 2015 -2016 training classes will begin in December 2015 and run through April 2016. Large
numbers are anticipated this season, so please register as soon as possible to ensure the training
session desired.
The certification programs are a joint effort with the ACI Nebraska Chapter, Nebraska Department
of Roads, and the Nebraska Concrete & Aggregates Association. To register contact Rochelle Hitz
at 402-325-8414, or the Nebraska Concrete & Aggregates Association website. For questions
regarding course agenda and materials contact Rochelle or Mike Willman at 402-547-9613.
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What do you get when you bring a community
together for a car show, silent auction, and
family fun? How about over $8,000! That’s
correct folks, over $8,000.
This little organization is growing into
something special. And for those of us
involved, we are humbled by the support
the community has given. This is Concrete
Cares of Nebraska’s 3rd Annual event at the
Archway in Kearney NE. To me, it seems
that each year participation and involvement
nearly doubles. I am sure that these types
of organizations mean different things to
different people, but allow me to express
what ‘concrete cares’ means to me.
When Mike Murray (the godfather of
concrete cares) started this vision of creating
cancer awareness, Kearney Concrete
Company jumped right on board with no
hesitation and no restrictions.

Without Mr. Murray and KCC’s motivation to give back to people in need, this NEVER would
have happened. So first and foremost, let’s give credit where credit is due. I am simply
amazed at what these two are willing to do for others. To make this even more special, it
amazes me even more to witness the community supporting the cause of what these two
envision. And if you have ever met them, you’d be willing to bet, they are not going to slow
down.

I have observed something I have always known but never truly experienced for myself,
goodwill. Don’t get me wrong, it’s not that I have never faced generosity or support, but when
you witness a community uniting the same way Concrete Cares of Nebraska has, it is just an
entire different level of goodwill. A level of that fuels the fire and motivates us more each year.

So what does Concrete Cares of Nebraska
mean to me? It has caused me to look at
the world from a different perspective.
That by giving to others is much more
rewarding than receiving. So this shout
out goes to Mr. Murray and Kearney
Concrete Company. On behalf of all
past recipients and future recipients of
Concrete Cares of Nebraska’s goodwill,
thank you.
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Technical Committee Report
Mike Willman

The Technical committee met on August 3, 2015 in York, NE to discuss the sampling procedures
and frequency for the 47-BR combined aggregates. The testing frequency under the new 47-BR
specification is one test for every 1000 ton of combined aggregates. With the traditional 47-B
concrete, the aggregates now have to meet the 47-BR specification. This equates to a test on
fine and coarse aggregates every 667 cubic yards, or double the required tests for a true 47-BR
aggregate.
The NC&AA membership as well as the Technical Committee felt this is a little excessive and
requires over twice the tests previously required.
The Technical Committee formed a task force group to meet with the Department of Roads.
The task force group met with the Nebraska Department of Roads on Thursday September 3,
2015 in Lincoln.
The NC&AA expressed concerns with the testing frequency. The NDOR would like to see the
47-BR combined checked every 1000 tons or one test every 667 cubic Yards to monitor the
combined gradations of the new material.
The NDOR stated they don’t want to have different testing frequencies for different classes of
concrete as it could and probably would be confusing in the field. The NDOR is moving forward
toward contractor submitted mix designs in the future which would include the combined
aggregate gradation.
The NDOR was very receptive to our concerns and will meet to discuss the testing frequency.

Safety & Environmental Committee Report
Nebraska’s new requirements to
obtain Commercial Drivers License and
Learners Permits (CLP)

Effective July 8, 2015 Applicants applying
for a Commercial Drivers License (CDL) must
meet the following criteria.
-Required to provide proof of U.S.
Citizenship or lawful status.
-To take the CDL skills test applicants
must first have a CLP and hold it for at least
14 days.
-Skills testing must be completed
sequentially in this order: pre-trip vehicle
inspection, basic controls skills and road test.
If any segment is failed, the next test cannot
be administered.
-If a CLP expires and all three segments
(pre-trip vehicle inspection, basic controls
skills and road test) of the skills test have
not been passed, any skills tests previously
passed are invalid and ALL skills testing must
be retaken.
-CLPs will have a class and may have
endorsements and restrictions. CLPs require
all applicable written tests be passed as
a condition of issuance. -Two new CDL
restrictions will go on a CDL as a result of
the vehicle used for testing: E-No Manual
Transmission Z-No Air Brake

TJ Hyland & Brandon Gunther

Electronic Logging Devices (ELD), FMCSA
final rule to be published this year.
A final rule requiring the use of ELD’s is being
reviewed by the FMCSA and is expected
to be released in the next two months. The
intent of this rule is to improve Hours of
Service compliance and make it easier for law
enforcement officers to review Drivers Hours
of Service records.
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NRMCA’s ConcreteWorks Conference and Expo

Mr. Brian Bosiljevac with Consolidated Concrete, LLC
made history by being the very first mixer driver from
Nebraska to compete in NRMCA’s National Mixer
Driver Championships. Not only did Mr. Bosiljevac make
history being the very first Nebraska driver to compete
in Nationals, he also made history earlier in the year by
being crowned champion at the 2015 Nebraska Truck
Driver Championships held on June 5th and 6th in
Grand Island, Nebraska.
Brian Bosiljevac is a 20-year veteran from
Consolidated Concrete LLC out of Omaha,
NE. He has accumulated over 250,000
miles and was originally trained in heavy
equipment in the military. After the military,
he crossed over to the concrete industry
and never looked back. He contributes
his success of being a professional truck
driver to taking time to understand your
surroundings while completing your job in a
safe manner. He said the thing he liked most
about competing at Nationals, was having
the opportunity to compete against some of
the best drivers in the nation.
Congratulations Mr. Bosiljevac, job well
done.

The “best of the
best” ready mixed
concrete drivers from
across the country
came together
for the annual
competition that
celebrates ready mix
truck driver skills.
This year’s event,
part of NRMCA’s
ConcreteWorks
Conference and
Expo, took place on
Sunday, September
20th, in San Antonio
and consisted of 64
drivers from across
the United States.

5700 Seward Ave., Ste. B
Lincoln, NE 68507
402-325-8414
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Industry Calendar
Board of Directors Meetings
Thursday,
October 15, 2015		
						
						
						

Nebraska Safety Council		
3243 Cornhusker Hwy
(33rd & Cornhusker)
Lincoln NE 68504

1pm		

Classroom A

Wednesday, November 11, 2015		
						
						
						

Nebraska Safety Council		
3243 Cornhusker Hwy
(33rd & Cornhusker)
Lincoln NE 68504

1pm		

Classroom TBD			

Wednesday, December 9, 2015		
Lazlo’s Haymarket
Events											
Cornhusker Hotel, Lincoln, NE
Wednesday, January 13, 2016		
NC&AA Quality Concrete Conference
Thursday,
January 14, 2016		
NC&AA Quality Concrete Conference Cornhusker Hotel, Lincoln, NE
Tues-Wed,
January 19-20, 2016		
NCPA Paving Workshop			
Cornhusker Hotel, Lincoln, NE
Wednesday, February 24, 2016		
Past Presidents Dinner			
Marina Hotel & Conference
Thurs-Fri,
February 25-26, 2016		
NC&AA Annual Convention		
Center, South Sioux City, NE		

